comparing emergency department mortality across different levels of trauma care (nontrauma centers, level i and ii centers) is important in evaluating regionalized care. Patient population characteristics differ across different levels of trauma care and it is essential to adjust for baseline covariates to make valid comparisons. Propensity score matching has been established as a more robust method to infer causal relationship in observational studies than conventional regression adjustment. We designed and implemented a three group matching methodology. First, we conducted optimal pair matching between the treatment group (nontrauma centers) and the first control group (level i trauma centers); second, we conducted optimal pair matching between the nontrauma centers and the second control group (level ii trauma centers); the final step was to link the two sets of matched pairs by the common treatment subjects to form matched triplets. We then implemented a sensitivity analysis with three treatment arms, lu's imputation based method, to assess the impact due to potential unmeasured confounding. the results showed that if the most severe adult trauma patients treated in nontrauma centers were to be treated in level i or ii trauma centers, the odds of emergency department death would be reduced dramatically (odds ratio [Or] = 0.61 and 0.49). there was no difference between being treated in level i or ii trauma centers. the sensitivity analysis revealed that the positive association between being treated at level i or ii trauma centers and the reduced odds of mortality would remain present even in the presence of strong unmeasured confounding.
T rauma centers in the US are categorized according to the resources and expertise required to provide various levels of care for trauma patients. 1, 2 an important aspect of trauma system evaluation is to compare the mortalities across different levels of trauma care. Previously, research found that level i trauma centers had lower in-hospital mortality among trauma patients when compared with nontrauma centers. 2 However, the emergency department mortality of trauma patients at a national level has only recently been studied. 3 the emergency department mortality in different levels of trauma centers is important information for optimal utilization of medical resources. Our previous study showed that if major trauma patients treated in emergency departments of nontrauma centers or level iii trauma centers were triaged to level i or ii trauma centers, the capacity of trauma centers would have to be increased dramatically. 4 the current practice of transferring a trauma patient typically is from a nontrauma center to a level i trauma center. to be treated in a level i trauma center, patients may require longer transportation and greater utilization of medical resources. if severe trauma patients could be treated in nontrauma centers and have similar emergency department survival probabilities, it would be unnecessary to triage all severe trauma patients directly to trauma centers; and if level ii trauma center patients have similar survival rates as level i patients, level ii trauma centers could serve as an appropriate alternative to level i centers. Fewer transfers could help save lives by shortening the time between the injury event and treatment, and it might also be less costly.
Our key questions are (1) if major trauma patients treated in the emergency department of nontrauma centers were to be treated in either level i or ii trauma center emergency departments, would they have lower emergency department mortalities and (2) and would patients treated in nontrauma centers have similar emergency department survival probabilities if first treated in the emergency departments of level ii instead of level i trauma centers? to answer the questions, we need to compare the emergency department mortalities among the three groups. in our study, the treatment effect is defined as the emergency department mortality difference (in terms of Ors) as the result of different trauma care provided by nontrauma centers and level i or ii trauma centers.
Since the patients in these three groups of emergency departments have different baseline characteristics, adjustment for potential confounding is needed. regression analysis is common practice in covariance adjustment, but rosenbaum and rubin's 5 propensity score matching technique provides us with another choice. rubin 6, 7 showed that models based on (propensity score) matched samples are less sensitive to model misspecification than regression adjustment. they also showed that covariance adjustment of matched samples consistently reduced bias.
Because we wanted to compare nontrauma center patients to both level i and ii trauma center patients, our treatment group was adult severe trauma patients treated in the emergency departments of nontrauma centers. We naturally had two control groups, similar patients treated in level i trauma centers and those treated in level ii centers. the benefit of introducing a second control group was studied by campbell and rosenbaum. 8, 9 they reported that the second control group, if carefully selected, may render less plausible concerns about biases from certain unobserved covariates, thereby strengthening the evidence that the treatment caused its ostensible effects. 8 Pair matching between one treatment group and one control group is the most common matching design. When comparing three groups, however, new techniques are needed. although several researchers have explored how to deal with multiple treatment arms, 10-12 previous methods either had limitations 13 or were designed to solve different problems. 12 We aimed to develop and implement a 1:1:1 triplet matching strategy, a new approach in trauma outcome research. Propensity score matching, like regression, can only adjust for observed covariates. to investigate the impact of unmeasured confounding in this study, we developed a sensitivity analysis to examine the robustness of our conclusions.
METHODS

Optimal Pair Matching
When there are two treatment arms, optimal pair matching is often preferred in practice. Optimal pair matching is the process of developing matched sets (A 1 ,…,A s ; B 1 ,…,B s ) with size of (α, β) in such a way that the total distance among all matched pairs is minimized. Formally, optimal matching minimizes the total distance Δ defined as
) is a weight function and δ is the difference between treated and control in terms of their observed covariates, such as their difference on propensity scores or Mahalanobis metrics. 14, 15 in our study, we used Mahalanobis metrics as our distance measure because there were multiple treatment arms. We used Hansen's Optmatch r package to conduct optimal pair matching. 16 this package used Kuhn's methods 17 and implemented Bertsekas's algorithms. 15
The Procedures of 1:1:1 Triplet Matching and Outcome Analysis
Optimal triplet matching presents a computational problem that cannot be readily solved. 18 to the best of our knowledge, there is no existing software package that can perform this task. We have proposed a partial-optimal triplet matching strategy, which includes three steps: First, optimal 1:1 pair matching between the treatment group (nontrauma centers) and the first control group (level i trauma centers); second, optimal 1:1 pair matching between the treatment group and the second control group (level ii trauma centers); third, linking the two sets of matched pairs by the subjects in the common treatment group to form matched triplets. through the matching, we kept the profile of patient mix of the treatment group. this matching idea is straightforward; however, it does not guarantee the triplet matching in terms of minimizing the three-way distance among all possible triplets. the extent of similarities among the groups may be different. the two control groups were more likely to be similar to the common treatment group, while the total difference between the two control groups was not optimally minimized.
Before and after matching, we calculated the standardized differences for each baseline covariate, and standardized differences greater than 0.25 were considered evidence of imbalance. 19 We followed a recommendation from rosenbaum 20 and put those unbalanced covariates into the outcome regression model to eliminate residual imbalance.
the outcome analysis, comparing emergency department mortality across the three matched groups, was performed by fitting conditional logistic regression models, using SaS 9.3. 21 in the model, emergency department mortality served as the outcome variable, the nominal trauma level indicator (nontrauma center, level i trauma center, level ii trauma center) was the independent variable, and each triplet was a stratum.
Sensitivity Analysis
rosenbaum 14 proposed use of conventional sensitivity analysis for observational studies with two treatment arms, that is, evaluating the potential change of study conclusions due to a hypothetical unmeasured confounder. We extended the idea of lu et al.'s 22 imputation-based sensitivity analysis for survival data to cope with triplet matching analysis. it involved creating a binary unobserved covariate, U, based on a hypothetical model, logit[P(U = 1)] = β 0 + β 1 T + β 2 Y, and including U as a covariate in the outcome analysis, then examining how the result changes when increasing the magnitude of U. in this way, a confounding relationship was set up. U was related to the treatment T by Or 1 *(Or 1 * = exp(β 1 )) conditional on outcome Y, and related to Y by Or 2 *(Or 2 * = exp(β 2 )) conditional on T. For easier interpretation, the marginal Or of (U, T), say Or 1 , and (U, Y), say Or 2 , were calculated based on the imputed data to capture the unconditional association. if Or 1 and Or 2 are not equal to one, then U is a confounder. Since we were primarily concerned with the impact of potential unmeasured confounding on the observed positive relationship between T and Y, without loss of generality, we explored only the situations with Or 1 and Or 2 larger than one. in this case, the larger Or 1 and Or 2 get, the greater the confounding effect. therefore, the combination of Or 1 and Or 2 identifies potential deviation from the "strong ignorability" treatment assumption. Our simulation showed that the sensitivity analyses were also affected by the prevalence of U among those alive in control group (referred as baseline prevalence), which was related to β 0 . conceivably, if the baseline prevalence of U is high, even a large Or due to treatment or outcome would not increase the proportion of U by much, and we will not observe much difference in U between groups. therefore, higher baseline prevalence of U produces results less sensitive to the associations between (U, T) and (U, Y). We imputed U with Or 1 * and Or 2 * taking various values from 1 to 15 (by changing β 1 and β 2 ), and the baseline proportion of U being 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 (by changing β 0 ). We used stochastic regression imputation to impute U based on the logistic model. to smooth the final sensitivity analysis curve, we imputed U 10 times for each pair of Or 1 * and Or 2 * and combined the results following rubin's rule for multiple imputation.
the result from our matched data showed the treatment group had higher emergency department mortality compared with the control groups. to simplify the sensitivity analysis, we assumed the unobserved binary covariate U was more likely to be present in the treatment group (Or 1 > 1) and positively related with emergency department mortality (Or 2 > 1). the rationale behind this setup was that we expected the unobserved U to explain some of the positive relationship between treatment and outcome (higher emergency department mortality in nontrauma centers). Because we did not see much difference in emergency department mortalities between patients treated in level i and ii trauma centers in the matched samples, we presented a simplified version of our results by generating U for the two control groups similarly (by setting Or 1 * the same in the pair of nontrauma center/level i and nontrauma center/level ii trauma centers). We also examined the effect of generating U differently for the two control groups, which required one more parameter. the results did not differ substantially from the simplified one, but the contour plots were much harder to visualize due to additional parameters.
We assumed four scenarios of baseline of U in control groups (level i and ii trauma centers) by changing β 0 : A :
. ; : . ; : . ; :
the specific models used to generate U for the groups were in nontrauma center: logit[P(U = 1)] = β 0 + β 1 + β 2 Y in level i and ii trauma centers: logit[P(U = 1)] = β 0 + β 2 Y By putting U along with the treatment indicator (three trauma care levels) in the outcome regression model, we evaluated how large of an Or 1 and an Or 2 were needed to overturn the qualitative conclusion (from Or > 1 to Or ≤ 1). if large Or 1 and Or 2 are needed to change the qualitative conclusion, a result showing a positive relationship between being treated at level i and ii trauma centers and the reduced odds of emergency department mortality would be considered robust; otherwise, if a small Or 1 or Or 2 could alter the conclusion, the results would be sensitive to hidden bias.
Data Source and Study Variables
We utilized 5 years of data from the nationwide emergency Department Sample (neDS, 2006-2010). 23 the neDS is a national dataset that has been designed by the agency for Healthcare research Quality to enable analyses of emergency department utilization patterns. the neDS is a publicly available deidentified dataset. this project does not fit the definition of human subjects' research under title 45 code Federal regulations part 46 or 21 code Federal regulations part 50. For this reason, it is considered exempt from irB review by our institution. We used the national trauma Data Standard Patient inclusion criteria to define trauma. 24 children and older adults may respond to the treatment differently, so we limited our analysis to adults aged 18-64.
Died in Emergency Department
this was the outcome variable. "emergency department visits in which the patient died in the department" was included in "disposition from emergency department." We grouped other emergency department dispositions as "did not die in emergency department."
Trauma Center Designation
assigned by the american college of Surgeons' committee on trauma or a state/regional authorities, trauma center levels i and ii have comprehensive resources and are able to care for the most severely injured. level i trauma centers also provide leadership in education and research. level iii trauma center hospitals are not included in this analysis. Other hospitals are called nontrauma centers. 25 Injury Severity Score injury severity score was calculated using a Stata program (icDPic; ranging from 1 to 75 with 75 being the most severe). 26 the injury severity score correlates linearly with mortality, morbidity, length of hospital stay, and other measures of severity. 27 the triage of patients is not based directly on injury severity score, but it can serve as a proxy of injury severity before treatment. Because the majority of the emergency department deaths were in the group of most severe patients (injury severity score ≥ 25), and for the purpose of illustration, our analyses were limited to trauma patients with scores ≥25.
Other Covariates
these included age, sex, comorbidity of chronic conditions, multiple injuries, median household income by zip code, expected primary payer, and urban-rural designation for patient's county of residence. the detailed definitions can be found on the website of Healthcare cost and Utilization Project-neDS. 28 
RESULTS
Matching Results
to maintain the profile of the patients treated in the treatment group (nontrauma centers), the treatment group needs to be the smallest to ensure there was one control patient for each treated subject. in our study, the number of patients treated in nontrauma centers was greater than in level ii trauma centers. to solve this problem, we randomly split the patients treated in nontrauma centers into two groups, H1 and H2. each of them was matched with the two control groups separately (we also used H1 and H2 to indicate the matched subsamples). this setup also provided us the opportunity to examine whether the two subsamples produce the same conclusion.
the balance for each of the baseline covariates got better after matching (the absolute values of standardized differences were smaller after matching). two variables, chronic conditions and multiple injuries, were not well balanced between nontrauma centers and level ii trauma centers (absolute value of standardized difference > 0.25). We tried to balance these two unbalanced covariates with a fine balance method and by setting up "sinks" to forcefully delete some patients with chronic conditions or multiple injuries from the level ii trauma center group. 29 Due to the large discrepancies in proportions of chronic conditions and multiple injuries between the two groups, we could not obtain a balanced level of standardized difference, even if all the unmatched patients in the level ii trauma center group were those with chronic conditions or multiple injuries. For this reason, we chose to adjust for residual confounding using a regression method. We completed the outcome analyses in two ways, with and without the unbalanced covariates, and we found only small differences. in the matched sample, the proportions of patients with chronic conditions or with multiple injuries were both higher in level i and ii trauma centers than in nontrauma centers. So, if the two variables were positively related with emergency department mortality, as would be expected, and if the data were balanced, the difference in emergency department mortality between nontrauma centers and level i or ii trauma centers would be larger than what we reported here (tables 1 and 2).
Outcome Analysis
Our results showed that trauma centers (levels i and ii) had much lower odds of emergency department mortality than nontrauma centers. although level ii trauma centers had lower emergency department mortality compared with level i trauma centers, the difference was not statistically meaningful (the 95% confidence interval of the Or contained 1; table 3).
Sensitivity Analysis
the sensitivity analyses focused on H1, because in the subsample H1, the relationship between treatment and outcome was weaker (indicated by Or closer to 1) than in subsample H2. Figure 1 is the contour plot depicting the borderline (the combination of Or 1 and Or 2 ) when the association of being treated at level i or ii trauma centers and the reduced odds of mortality changed qualitatively (from Or > 1 to Or ≤ 1). When the baseline prevalence of U decreased, the sensitivity increased (the curves shifted to lower-left). if the baseline prevalence was set at 0.2, Or 1 and Or 2 both needed to be slightly greater than 6 to overturn the study conclusion of reduced odds of mortality at the level i or ii trauma centers. this translated to a unmeasured confounder, U, that needed to be more than six times as prevalent (in terms of odds) in the nontrauma center as in the level i trauma center and also more than six times as prevalent (in terms of odds) among those who died in the emergency department than among those that did not die there. the confounding effect of U at Or 1 = 6 and Or 2 = 6 should be deemed very strong for comparative trauma outcome research. We also conducted the sensitivity analysis for the comparison between nontrauma centers and level ii trauma centers for the four baseline scenarios, but these are not seen in Figure 1 . the other five curves do not appear in this figure, because even at Or 1 * = 15 and Or 2 * = 15, the difference between nontrauma centers and trauma centers was not altered to null. the curves for nontrauma/level ii trauma centers were on the upper-right of corresponding curves for nontrauma/level i trauma centers. this meant that the difference between nontrauma and level ii trauma centers was even more difficult to overturn. We also conducted sensitivity analyses with U distributed differently in level i and ii trauma centers. For example, we let Or 1 * in the pair of nontrauma and level ii trauma centers be 0.5 and 2.0 times of the Or 1 * in the pair of nontrauma and level i trauma centers. none of the curves were lower than the curve of nontrauma/level i trauma centers at the baseline 0.2. For simplicity of presentation, we did not show the results from these analyses.
DISCUSSION
We designed and implemented a three-step technique to conduct 1:1:1 triplet matching, and we extended lu et al.'s 22 imputation-based sensitivity analysis. to our knowledge, we are the first to use this technique to conduct triplet matching and to perform sensitivity analysis after matching in trauma outcome research. although comparison of trauma emergency department mortality between three trauma center levels was the example chosen to illustrate our methods, we believe that the methodology could be used more broadly among epidemiology studies. Our results indicated that if the most severe adult trauma patients treated in nontrauma centers were to be treated in level i or ii trauma centers, the odds of emergency department death would be reduced dramatically, and there were no statistically meaningful differences between level i and ii trauma centers. this finding suggested that level ii trauma centers are a good alternative to level i centers, if severe trauma patients need to be triaged or transferred to a trauma center.
Propensity score matching is a common method of adjustment in observational studies. 30 Many matching techniques have been developed on the basis of two groups. imbens 10 proposed a weighting method using the generalized propensity score to account for multiple levels of treatment. rubin 13 showed that imbens' method may be more sensitive to whether the propensity score has been accurately estimated. lu and colleagues 12, 31 explored the theory and methodologies of applying optimal nonbipartite matching to conduct a study with incomplete block design. their design can be illustrated by Figure 2a (optimal three-way pair matching), while our triplet matching is illustrated by Figure 2B .
With nonbipartite matching, one subset of the treatment group is matched with the first control group and another subset of the treatment group is matched with the second control group. these two subsets of treatment group are disjoint by design; that is, they may have dissimilar distributions of the matching variables. this design is not ideal for our study, because our goal in matching was to form three similar matched groups with respect to the distribution of the nontrauma center patient population. rassen and colleagues 11 proposed another three-way matching method. they used an algorithm for caliper-based nearest neighbor greedy matching using generalized propensity score. although this method also Simulation studies have shown that the pairwise matching procedure, proposed in this study, tended to produce matched triplets with a smaller total distance more often than the nearest neighbor algorithm. Hence, it likely leads to better balance in the results. 32 like other experimental designs in observational studies, matching can only adjust for observed covariates. 5 Unobserved factors that affect assignment to treatment cannot be accounted for in the matching procedure. the basic idea of rosenbaum's sensitivity analysis is to examine, in rosenbaum's 33 words, "how much hidden bias can be presented before the qualitative conclusion begins to change." in our study, we modified lu et al.'s 22 imputation-based sensitivity analysis. there are three major differences between lu's method and the method implemented here: (1) lu's method used with survival data was essentially for comparing two treatment arms, whereas in our analysis we implemented the method for three arms; (2) We considered the baseline proportion change of U, and found that the sensitivity results were closely related with different baseline distributions of U; and (3) We used Or = 1 as the cut point, instead of P value = 0.05. When Or = 1 is the cut point, the definition of qualitative change is from Or > 1 (reduced odds of emergency department mortality in level i or ii centers) to Or ≤ 1 (higher odds of emergency department mortality than in nontrauma centers or no effect). Using Or = 1 as the cut point is common in epidemiology, and it is more difficult to overturn study conclusions when compared with a cut point based on a P value = 0.05. in the sensitivity analyses, we tried to find a real world example of an unobserved variable of U. One candidate we considered was the percentage of patients transferred from other hospitals. a higher percentage of patients transferred in is believed to be associated with higher mortality, 34 and it occurs more frequently in trauma centers than nontrauma centers, especially in level i trauma centers, but this distribution is opposite to our simulated U (we assumed U to be positively related with emergency department mortality and more likely present in nontrauma centers). So if we had mimicked the percentage of transfer patients as the U, our conclusions would be even more difficult to overturn (more robust). although our matching method worked well for our data and design, there are several issues and limitations that researchers should keep in mind. First, our method used optimal pair matching between the treatment group and the two control groups; this method does not promise the overall distance of the matched triplet to be minimal among all possible ways of forming triplets.
Second, the maximum number of possible triplets equals the sample size of the smallest group (usually the treatment group), so that when there are large differences in the sample sizes of the groups, more subjects are excluded from the analysis. On the other hand, the greater the difference in sample sizes, the better chance of achieving balance in the matched sample. in contrast, if the sizes of the groups are similar and there are big differences in the distributions of matching covariates among groups, it is then difficult to balance all covariates. thus, there is a tradeoff between using more subjects and finding the optimally balanced subset for comparison.
third, in the ideal situation, all covariates should be balanced after matching. the causal effect can then be estimated by contrasting patients with similar propensity scores but from different treatment groups. in our analysis, two covariates could not be balanced without discarding a substantial portion of the patients. therefore, we chose to employ further regression adjustment to control for the residual confounding after matching. But such an approach comes with some limitations: (1) it is essentially an extrapolation/interpolation on these nonoverlapping regions of the covariates between the treatment and the two controls, (2) this approach removes the "blinding" aspect of matching, and you cannot view the treatment assignment within matched sets as "randomized", and (3) it relies on a parametric modeling assumption between the outcome and the imbalanced covariates. 35 Fourth, since the primary outcome of interest is mortality, which is binary, we used logistic regression as the outcome model. Due to the noncollapsibility of the Or, one needs to be careful when interpreting the treatment effect. as pointed out by greenland, 36 we estimated the individual level causal effect in terms of the Or (not the population average causal effect). We also implicitly assumed that there was a constant individual level causal effect in terms of Or. this assumption also excluded the possibility of interaction between the causal effect and any covariate or propensity score strata.
